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Anew technique for ustng Laser Induced Fluorescence (LIF)

signals to measure the distribution of gas density and temperature

in strongly rotating UF6 gas is presented. An external pulsed laser

ia used to excite the rotating UF6 gas, producing an exponentially

decaying fluorescence signal.

A multi-channel fiber optics system simultaneously collects the

fluorescence signala emanating from a number of points in the gas.

The signals from each optical channel are digitized and processed te

determine the fluorescence uignal Intensity and decay lifetime at each

of the points of observation by means of ● least squares fitting

process. Cam densitieaad temperatures are then determined from the

intensity ●nd lifetime data.

A recently constructed LIF probe aymtem is described and an analysis

of the unfoldtig techniques necessary to process the signal data is

presented. Preliminary data, obtained in tests of the probe system

in ● laboratory rotor, ●re presented.
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INTRODUCTION

—.

Recently there has been interest expressed in using laser

induced fluorescence (LZF) as a realtime diagnostic technique for

i-2
measuring UF pressures in uranium isotope processing streams.

6

Work by Rice et ●l. 3
has shcm that the LIF quenching lifetime is a

unique, sensitive function of pressure and temperature in a broad

range of gas ccndltiona. Also, the fluorescence intensity is ●s-

sentially proportional to the gas density. Thus, the LIF signal

can be unfolded to obtain information describin~ both the UF6

temperature and number dansity. An experimental program is In

progress ●t the Los Alamos National Laboratory to develop ●nd test

an LIF probe to measure raciial distributicne of UF6 gas density

and temperature in ● hi~hly mratified, confined rotating gae flow

similar to those ●xperienced h) a gas centrifuge. Some

encouraging results have been obtained In testing ● ~rototype LIF

probe in a UF6 gaa filled laboratory rotor. A daecrlption of the

LIF probe, ●n ●nalysin of the operating characteristic of the probe,

●nd some preliminary data obtained in rec?nt ●xperiments will be

presented in followtig sections.
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OVERVIEW

When gaseous UF6 is excited by a pulsed dye laser in the

long wavelength region of the A-#band (~> 360 rim), laser induced

fluorescence is observed. The observed fluorescence exhibits a

neak emission wavelength near 421 nm4. Time-resolved measurements

of the LIF emission in UF6 by Benetti et ●l.5 showed that the

fluorescence emission history occurs in two phases. The first phase

consists of a rapidly decaying transient fluorescence pulse that

has a duration on the order of 1 ns. This transient phase is

immediately followed by a lower amplitude, exponentially decaying

phase that is characterized by a much longer decay lifetime. The

decey lifetime of the second, long lived fluorescence phase is

strongly dependent on the gas temperature ●nd pressure. It is the

information that Is contained in the second phase of the

fluorescence emission proceso that is of intcrast here. In the

following workwe wI1l be referring to the signel charecter~stics of

the second phase of the LIF fluorescence.

Oldenborg ●t ●l, have shown that the ●hape of the room temperature

UF6 LIF spectrum is ●essentially independent of the excitation wave-

length in the wavelength resion of interest here,4 In the same work,

they have ●l e shown that the shape of the LIF emission spectrum

is independent of the gas pressure st pressures ranging from 0,2 torr

to 20.0 torr. From this we conclude that the spectral characteristics

of the observed LIF signal ●re not likely to vary greatly with change~ in

gas conditions ●t the point of ●xcitation,
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Only a emall fraction of the initially excited UF6 molecules

eventually fluoresce; i.e. , the fluorescence quantum efficiency*

is very small (; 10-3). The reason for this is that an excited

molecule ccn follow a number of de-excitation paths; however, only

a small fraction of the molecules *ventually traverse a de-excitation

path that leads to the eaia~ion of a fluorescence photon. The

generally accepted explanation of the excitation-fluorescence process

4
occurring is illustrated In Figure 1. Figure 1 ia an energy

diagram illustrating the ground state and the low lying energy

states involved in the LIF process. The UF6 molecules that absorb

photons are initially excited into the higher energy states A;

and JI~2. These states are coupled through hi-molecular collisions

to a lower lying excited energy state Al. The long lived LIF signal

is produced when molecules in the J+ state emit photons as they

return to the ground state. The fluorescence photon flux is

proportional to the number of molecules in the Al atat~] in the

radlstlng volume ●lement. The
%

state is depopul~ted by: (1)

fluoreacenca or (2) dissociation of the molecule, which is de-

pendant upon the intermolecular collision rate,

. .. . —

*The fluorescence quantum effiency is the fracticn of the initially

excited molecules that eventually fluoresce.
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Figure 1. Ener8y diagram illustrating coupling of UF6
axcited states Involved in the LIF process
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Since the fluorescence photon flux history depends upon the

molecular collision rate, both the Lll? decay lifetlme and the LIF

signal intensity depend on the gasdynamic parameters that determine

the molecular collision rate, the gas density and temperature. The

LIF signal, then, contains two types of information:

1. The signal intensity, which is essentially detemined by

the average UF6 gas number density.

2. The LIF decay lifetime , which contains information relating

to the average collision rate between UF6 molecules in the

radiatimg volume element. The decay lifetime is a function

of both the gas density and temperature (or, equivalently a

function of the gas pressure and temperature).

The variation of the fluorescence decay lifetime with gas pressure

and temperature is shown in Figure 2. Fluorescence lifetime Is plotted

here as a funr.tion of gas pressure for three temperatures, 20° C,

40° C and 60” C. The data shown here was obtained by Rice et al.
3,e

.

The solid curves are obtained from a fluorescence lifetlme model

developed by Rice et al, to ftt their data.3
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Figure 2. UF6 LIF decay llfetimevs gas pressure at various

gas temperatures. (Rice et al. )3’6
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Several things can be seen here:

1. At a given gas pressure, the lifetime decreases with increas-

ing gas temperature.

2. At a given gas temperature, the lifetime decreases with

increasing gas pressure.

3. At a given gas pressure, the lifetime is quite sensitive

to the gas temperature, particularly at higher gas pressures.

At a gas temperature and pressure of ~O” C and 80 torr

respectively, for exam?le, a 1° C change in gas temperature

causes a decay lifetime change of approximately 2%.

4. The lifetime is a unique function of gas pressure and tempera-

t~re in the regime where lifetime measurements have been

made.

5, There is a very large variation in the lifetlme over pressure

ranges of interest. Lifetimes vary from tens of nanoseconds

to tens of microseconds as the pressure varies from 100 torr

to 10
-2

torr, ~hus, LIF measurement techniques must involve

the acquisition and processing of signal data with widely

varying lifetimes.

As the UF6 gas pressure decreases, the fluorescence quantum

efficiency rises. Thus, the integrated LIF signal decreases relatively

slowly with gas pressure. As a result, the LIF measurement process is

characterized by a relatively large dynamic range. This is important for

probing nighly stratified, atron81y rotating UF6 flows.
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The traca of a typical LIF signai is shown in Figure 3. The initial

higher amplitude spike is caused by the scattered light from the laser

excitation pulse, which is far more intense than the actual fluorescence

signal. The later, exponen~lally decaying portion of the trace is the

actual fluorescence signal , visible after the laser pulse has been

extinguished. The fluctuations visible are pr~marily caused @ two

effects:

1. Plwton fluctuation effects.

2. Noise effects.

In order to analyze the signal, the signal is sampled over a number of

sampling periods in the time period followir.g extir,guishment of the

laser pulse. The average signal intensi:y in each sampling period is

determined by ~mtegrat~g the photom~.l~iplter tube curtent over the

sampling period (tk to tk + Atk) . S+.gnal intensity information is

summed over a number of lasex pulses to reduce the effects of noise

and photon fluctuation effects ~nd to obtain data relating to the

statistical quality of the zignal.. Finally, the signal intensity and

decay lifetime are determined by least squark fitting technique:+.
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Fig. 3. Trace of a typical LIF signal
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LIF PROBE OPTICAL SYSTEM

A schematic diagram of the LIF prcbc is shown in Figure 4.

An externally produced 392.1 nm laser beam is directed t.lto the gas

layer near the rotor wall and the resulting fluorescence light is

transmitted to photomultiplier tubes located outside the rotor.

All internal optical system components are positioned in the vacuum

core, far from the rotor wall, in order to avoid disturbing the gas

flow ●

The laser is a Quanta-Ray YAG pumped dye laser operating at 10

Hz, 1 mj/pulse, and 15 ns pulse width. The beam is focused to a

diameter of approximately 2 mm in the gas layer. Approximately

0.1% of the UF6 molecules within the beam path are excited with

each laser pulse. The fluorescence decay llfetlme ranges from 40 US

in the zero pressure limit to about 40 ns at s pressure of 100 torr;

therefore, all decay measurements cm be made after the 15 ns laser

pulse has been extinguished.,

Three internal mirrors direct the laser beam toward the rotor wall,

causing the beam to intersect th~ wall ●t an angle of 55° to the

normal. Excited UF6 moleculus form ● llna source of fluorescent light.

A telescope produces ●n image of the flucrQscing gas on tht face of a

fiber optics bundle, located naar the axis of the votor. The teiescope

consists of two lenses (42 uzn diameter x 150 mm focal length) and two

broad band filters that pass the fluorescence band (41)0-440 nm) and

reject scattered laser light (392.1 rim).
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Figure b. Schmatic diagram illustrating the internal optical
components of tha LIF probe system,
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The fiber optics bundle dissects the fluorescence image into 26

parts (see Figure 5), representing 26 radial IocatLons of fluoresciiig

gas. The light from each of the 26 sub-lma.ges is carried via its

own incoherent fiber bundle to ●n externally mouuted RCA 4837 photo-

multiplier tube.

●

✎
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Hwt* 5. Schamatic diagram illustrating optical
disoaction of th~ LIF IJMEO
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Photographs of the major components of the probe optical system are

shown in Figures 6 through 9. Figure 6 is a photograph of the mirror

system used to di&ect the incoming laser beam to the gas layer near

cne rotor wall. Two of the three mirrors are adjustable. The guid-

ing mirrors are mounted on a rigid arm that is fastened to a mounting

ring$ which fastens to the external rotor cover plate. Figure 7 is

a photograph of the mirror, telescope and fiber bundles used to detect

the LIF signal. The telescope and mirror are also fastened to a

rigid arm that is fastened to a mounting ring. These two subassemblies

of the interior optical system have mounting rings with mate!.lng

sets of ptns and ●lignment holes to insure that when they are bolted

to the rotor cover plata thay are properly ●ligned. FiSure 8 is a

photograph showin8 the beam mtrror system and telcecope fastened

togather on ●n ●xternal holdin8 jig, The incoming vertical laser

bsam is reflected from mirror (1) to mirror (2) to mirror (3), which

aligns the beam to the desired wall tncidence ●ngle. The LIF sianal

is roflocted by mirror (4), causing tho LIF signal to inter the tele-

●copa m The optical fiber systam that viswa the telescope image plane

is visible ●t the top of the photograph, Figure 9 is A photograph

of the ●xternal optical housing used to handle the incoming ●nd

outgoing beams, The incoming laa-r beam Ie directed into the rotor

by the movable mirror mounted on the optical post (1) . The Incoming

beam ●ntara throu~h the window (2), which is titled at an angle of 10’

with respect to the beam, A small fraction of the laser beum Incident

●t the window is reflected into th- beam monitorin~ datactor (3), which
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Figure 6. Photograph of the mirror systea used to guide the
incoming laser beaR to the rotor wall
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Figure 7. Photograph of the mirror, tolescopc and fiber OFCICS
bundle usrd 10 view the LTF Fignnl,
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Figure 8, Photograph of the beam mirror system and telescope
faatened together, mounted on an extc-rnal jig,



Figura 9. Photograph of the exterr.al optical housing.
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is used to measure the energy of each laser pulse. The LIF signal

light output of each of the 26 fiber bundles is focused through a

lens onto the photocathode of a photomultitplier tube (4). Leads

from each pho~cnnultiplter tube carry the signal from each optical

channel to the digital signal. processing system.
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DIGITAL SAMPLINGOF SIGNAL DATA

The phototube current from ●ach optical chann~l is digitized by a

tichannel digitizing system ●nd is ttored In ● DEC LSI-11 minicomputer

lm.ll-

for

proceaming, unfolding, and analyais. Si8nal ●vereging techniques ●re used

to reduce the ●ffects of signal fluctuations caused by nofae ●nd by photon

statistical ●ffect.. The effects of signal fluctuation on the values of

the signal parameters determined from the measurement proceeses ●re also de-

* ‘.ed by eubdtviding signal samples into subsets to determine mean and

. 1 deviations fot intensity and lifetime.

‘i8ure 10 is ● schematic diagram that illustrates hw ● typical LIF op-

tical channel signal output is di8itally sampled. The phototube current for

the jth opticsl channel is ●ampled over U time intervals using charge digi-

tlders to integrate the current over ezrh samplinfi time interval. The in-

coming aianal is first divided into K ●qual ●ignals by a metehed fanout.

l!ech of the K signals is then fed into one of the char~e integrators.* The

samplln8 time of ●ach integrator 3s controlled by ●n ●xternal gate, con-

trolled by a delay gate generator. The delay gate generator emits a square

wave siSnal of width Atk that arrives at the charge digitizer at a time tk

After the laser Is fired. The kth charge digitizer samplea the photocurrent

signal while the gate is “on”; i.e., during the time period tk to tk+Atk.

Each time the lacar is fired the char8e digitizer integrates che photocurrent,

obtaining a charge value, Q,k, given by

‘jk - ;k+’tkdtIj(t) .
‘k

.. A )

*EG&G QD41O ●nd LeCroy 22495C charge di8ititero ●re presently being ueed to
obtain the si8nal time semples.
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Figure 10. Schematic diagram illustrating how the output from
● typical LIF channel is digitally sampled
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Another digitizer integrates the output of the photodetector used to

monitor the incoming laser pulse. Tne laser energy per pulse, Eo, Is given

b

E. = const x ~AE dtIm(t) ,
0

(2)

v~ere ~t iB a time interval long compared to the duration of the lasec ~ulse

and Im is the output current of the laser pulse monitor photodetector. Us-

ing the value of Eo, one obtains a normalized value of the photocurrent

from the jth optical channel, ~
jk’

defined by the r.lation

i—
‘k+A %

jk “ Eo;\ {k dtIj(t) . (3)

Aterages can then be obtained by sumring the normalized outputs frm each

charge detector over M laaer ahota. We obtain,

(4)

By obtaining averages over aete of sequences of laaer shots, the
.

standard deviations for <1 > can also be obtained.jk

An attempt is made to obtain signal averaged valuee for <I > over 3 tojk

5 average decay times. At present, the data occuring during the first 3 LIF

decay lifetimes is used to make weiphted least square fits of the exponen-

tial function

-2L-
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to the sets of data {<~jk>~~=l , using only tho8e values Gf <? > for which
jk

tk< 3 Tj.*

The gas density and temperature information is contained in the signal

‘j and Tintensity and lifetime parameters, 10
j“

*This is done at present to avoid the neceseity of applying signal form cor-
rection factors to the late time data, (This is discussed in a late$: sec-
tion,)
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CHARACTERISTICSOl? THE LIF SIGNAL

Measurement of the LIF decay lifetime for UF6 for a number of excita-

tion wavelengths under a variety of gas temperature and press*v~ conditions

have been ~]ade by varioua inveatigatoral. 1,3-5,7-10
Of particular interest

for our application is the rec~nt work of Ride et al.,3

measurement the temperature de7jendende of the LIF deday

citation wavelength of 392.1 nm at prewaures from 0.005

who made a Lareful

lifetime for an ex-

torr to 85.0 torr.

Measurements were made at temperatures in 10”C increments with values rang-

ing from -30°c to 100’CO They developed a simple kinetic modsl of UP6 ex-

cited state dynamide. A standard kinetid treatment of the model yielded a

simple formula that relates the LIF d~~cay lifetime to the UF6 gas preosu:a-

and temperature. They obtained the following expression for t.h-: L?F ttc-y

lifetlma of UF6:

~

[

=ku+kcP+klP — 1 + (a+6)P
7 17’1+(a+O+y)P + @yP

(6)

where P is the gas pressure and ku~ keg kl, a, o ●nd y are funct~onrn of the

gas temperature only.

Each of the six toeffictents in Eq. (6) was determined by a least

squares tachniquo using data obtained frcm their muasuremanto, The temper-

●ture dependen~e of ●adh coafficimnt wau aoeumed to oatiofy ●n Arrhenius

relationship of the form

k.A
.
●

wheru T is

parameter8

e-E/RT
o (7)

the Sas temperature and R is the ~~6 gas constant. Valuus of th~

obtained by Ricet et s1. ●re given in Table 1. Equatton (6) is
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useful for predlctfn8 the value of the LIW ~ rotate fluoreccen:e decay life-

time eiven values of the gas pressure ●nd temperature. It can ●lso be used

to eetimate the

with changes in

rate of variation OC the UP6 Al state fluorescence lifetime

gas temperature ●nd preseure.

Table I.

Arrhenfue Parameter. for UF6 Self Quenching

Rate Constmt ~

ku 2.30 X 105 a-)

Rate Conatante ●t 392.1 nm3

m

761,6

kc 2114.

2,43 ~ 1*7 torr-l,-l
‘1

953.3

a 6.00 x 101 torr-l 169?.

s 1.12 x 101 torr
-1 17310

Y 2,15 x 10-1 torr-l -260.3

The solid lines in the decay lifetime-pressure plots shown in Fisure 2

were obtained uolng Ilq. (6). It can be oeen that Eq. (6) siveo #ood ●oti-

mateo of the ~6 decay lifetime at Sas premuro. ●bove 0,2 torr.

The jth optical channel of the probe view. ● small cylindrical fluo-

rescing volume element V , located ●L ● radiuo r
~ ~

relative to the ●xio of

rotation of the rotor. V, i. ● segment of tha cylindrical volumm of 8aa ●x-

cited by the probe lamer beamk which has ● radiuc Rb.
.I

The volume ●lement,

shown in ?i~. 11, hac ● height AX , Sfven by
~

-27-
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Fisurs 11, Skatch showing tho cylindrical wlum~ ●lement
by m typical LIF proba optical channal.
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where X 1s the distance ●long tho incomins lacer beam path to the cantroid
~

of V from the ●xim of rotation of the rotor. The total number of UF6 mole-
J

culee in the volume element observed by the jth probe channel (N ) lo givenS

by

(9)N, =W(R;)2 AX ; ● V ;
~~~~’

where ; ~ ie the average number density of the UF6 moleculoe in Vj. When the

volume ●lement lo ●xcited by ● laser pulee of ●nergy E , a total of N; fluo-
.I

reccenca photons ●re ●mitted from

Here, Uj-u(?j)

●t the ●vera8e

mtant ●nd v fa

it the temperature

Eae temperature of

q, where

(10)

dependent ●bsorption cross eection of UF6

the volume ●lement, ?4, h lo Planck’e con-
J

the frequancy of the piobe lacer. Tht quantity Q; m QF(51,
.

?j) lo the fluorescence quantum ●fficiency of the U?6 uao in Vj.

The lacer ●ner8y ●rrivinR ●t the point of observation (E,) lB given by

E,=ETT9oio*’

where Tio in the tranemieelon coefficient of the

temo T~8 i. the incoming @i@nal Rao ●ttwmtion

d

(11)

incominR beam opttcal sye-

coefficient, Riven bv

-29”
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whort tho fntegr~l i. ●valuated ●long the fncoming beam psth from a point in

the inner vacuum core of the rotor to the point of obaervatlon.

~ is close to unity (la., oal:~ ● small percents8e of theConeraJly, Ti8

incomi~ laser ●ner~ i. ●bsorbed by the gas), ●nd the ●pproximation

S, - ojRFj/w2rj 9in8 ,

(13)

(14)

where R is the $aa constant for UF6 ●nd u 4. tfie rotational speed of the ro-

tor,

It can b~ shown that tht photocurrent Ij(t) generated by the jth mti-

cal channel in given by

l,(t) -E. Tio ~~ ●-t’Tj , (1s)

whm T
J

● T(; $? ) ia tha ●verag, decay lifetime of the gas in v ,
~J 3

me normalized

-1sianal tntenrity paramter, l., is Siven by

(14)

(17)
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K, in determined by calibrating the

An ●nalysis of the temperature

values of ~ obtained from the work

probe syotem.*

tienaltivity of x hus been made u#in8

of de \Ntte ●t .;.ll with values of a

●nd T obtained from the work of Rice et ●l. Calculation of values of x at

temperatures ranging from 20°C to 60°C indicate thst X, to only weakly de-

pendent on the gas density and temperature. Thio means that the normalized

●i%nal intensity psramet,r ~~ ia nearly proportional to the local gao denmi-

ty~ ●nd ia nearly independent of the local 8a# temperature ? .
~ .I

In order to determine the valuao of fij and ?~ from tlw maasured values

‘dof 10 ●nd T , ●n iteration proc.aa may be necassaryt
~

(1) First, valuas of x, ●nd T/g are ●stimated, (Excellent first

eneasea can be mada, bccauaa both xj ●nd Tf8 ●re n,arly indopend-

●nt of the atato of the #aa in V .)
~

(2) A va?uo of ;, is computed ur~ng tho known valuo of ~~ ●nd Eq.

(16)0

(3) A value of ?, is computed usine values of ;j ●nd 7,, tither by

invortins Eq. (6) or by interpolation of tabular li.tines of fluo-

reacancc lifetime data.

(4) The procoss in repeat~d, if nec~soary, usin8updatod valuas of X,

and T’ #
18

‘K 1. a product of factors that inciudan tha optical tranmioc!on co@ffi-
~

cimt of the talcscopa ●nd optical fiber bundit and tho phototnulttplior
gain.
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EFFECTS OF DENSITY STRATIFICATION

When LIF measurements are made in the highly stratified ~nvironment of

a strongly rotating gaa, dare must be taken in unfolding the data when the

8a9 density varies appre~iably in the radiatin8 volume element V,. If the

dimenaiona of Vj bedome comparable to the density silale height, Al, then

oeveral atratifitiation effe~te must be taken into actount in the data un-

foldln8 Prodesa:

(1) If R~/Aj or AXj/Aj becomes ●ppreciable, then the average gas den-

alty in the radiating volume element, n,, becomeo significantly larger than
J

the gas density ●t the &enter of the volume ●lement, n(r ).
~

tially varying ●quilibrium whael flow ●tmosphere, it can be

For an exponen-

shown that

(18)

In our experimental 8eometry, the dominant term la the first correction

tarm, whidh involves tha ratio of the laser beam radiua to tha density acalu

h,i8ht. If R~/Aj has a value 8reater than 0.4 than ~orrections must b~ madu

to ; to obtain the proper valu~ of the gaa density ●t the hntroid of thti
3

volume elemanto

(2) men the dimenoiona of the radiating volume demerit becom~ com-

parable to th~ density acala height, the time variation of the ei8nal will

basin to deviate maawrably from tho claaoical @exponential .hapa. The reason

for this la that In cases whar~ danmity variation ●re lar~e in the radiating

volume olament, ● cianificant fraction of tha valuma alcment has M decay life-

time that la ●ppreciably diff~rent from the uean decay time.
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Low density regions have a de&ay lifetime that is longer than the mean. As

a result, after several decay times, the population of excited states in the

low-density regions will be higher than the average value and will begin to

dominate the signal. At late times, then, the total signal amplitude will

be higher than the value characteristic of a single exponential decay at the

average fluoreacen~e deday rate. If there are significant gas density vari-

ations in V , then the photo@rrent signal I (t) is givun by a ganeraliza-
~ ~

tion of Eqa. (15) and (16):

(19)

It pan be shown that the signal I,(t) dan be represented by the functional

form

Ij(t) = EoTioi; e-c’T~ f(t) ? (20)

wh~re thm corractfon time fundtion, f(t) has the genaral behavior

f(t) is tlota to unity if t/7j < 1.(’)
.

f(t) > 1.0 if t/7j> 1*O o

Computer daldulations of f(t) have been mad~ using the equilibrium solid

body rotation gao density profil,. Results of thesa calculations, obtained

for valuaa of R~/Aj< 0,3 ●nd 0.3 < AXj/Aj < 0.4* show that:

*Thtioa ●ru typical valu~n uxpudted in our axpmriments.
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(1) if t/T+ < 2.0 f(t) is essentially unity

(2) if t/T; - 300 1.02< f(t) < 1003

(3) if t/Tj - 4.0 1.05 < f(t) c 1.09

(4) if t/7j - 5.0 1,08< f(t) < 1016

From these Calculations, we have concluded that signal

factors nust be applied to values of I,(t) at times greater

age decay timee before attempte are made to fit simple time

(21)

shape correction

than three aver-

exponential

shape factora to obtain valuee of ~~ and t .
J

At present, data is being used

durin8 the first three average decpy times to dotermixe i: and ? j, as uncer-

tainties in the proper valuee of f(t) are small in this time range.
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SIGNAL SAMPLINGPERIODS AM PHOTONSTATISTICS

The primary cause of signal fluctuations is random var~atlons In the

number of photons entering the telesdope aperture. The dhoide of signal

sampling periods must be t?,osen to minimize the uncertainty in the lemt

squares fit of I: and T .
~

The number of fluorescence photons expedted to be

re~eived in opti~al dhannel j during sample period k (; ) 1s given byj~

where

fjk - (e-tk/’j-e-(t~~Atk)/’j)

(22)

(23)

-~In ordur to obtain gcod fits for 10 and Tj, the sampling time periods

for each optical chann~l mu~t be dhosen to be consistent with the values of

signal de~ay times expadted to ocdur, !Mmple t~mes are dhosen usin8 the

followin8 assumptions and limita;ione~

(1) Maximum number of samplas per optidal t!hannel is limited ($ 10)

(2) All samples must he t&ken during the firct three deday times, be-

~ause tha si8nal deviates ai~nifiCantl.y from s pure exponential at

later tim~~.

(3) Poisson statistidrn aoply.

A statistical analy~is ba~ed on thu nbov~ a~oumptions reeultn in the follow-

Inu criteria for @ample Limu Belettion:
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(1) Sample intervals should be contiguous (tk+l = tktitk) and extend

from t = 30 ns to t = 3’cj.*

(2) 8-10 Safqles per optical channel IS about optimum.

(3) The expected nmber of photons detected during each sauTling period

should be essentially identical.

As noted in Eq. (32), the number of photons sampled Is proportional to ~~

and f , ;’ IS very nearly proportional to the average molecular number den-
J-o

slty, fij. Since the decay lifetime increases as the number density ~-

creases, the number of photons detected in each sampling period will decrease

quite elowly with gas density, If the signal samplins periods are allowed to

increase in proportion to the signal decay time. Consider ●n Isothermal gae

in solid body rotation. The ratio of the number of photons datected during

a sampling period at two gas presmures pl and p2S R(pl p2), is given by
9

i(P) ‘lTlflk .R(P1,P2) “~. a —

Njk(p2) ‘272f2k

(24)

The number of photon. detected per time sample drops relatively slowly with

gag density if values of f,k ●re held fixed in ●ll channels. This 1. illustrated

by values of R(Pl, 100 tori), given in Table 11 for various values of the gas

pressure, Hare, wa giva the ratio of ;jk ●t ● Sas pressure of 100 torr, Valuaa

shown ●re calculated for ● gas tamperat~~e of 20°C.

—.
*Actually, results can bc improved by extending the sample period beyond 3tj

if the correction function f(t) is wall known,
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TABLE 11.

P1(Torr)

100

10

1

0.1

0.01

Variations in the Relative Numbers of Photons

Detected in a Signal Sampling Period*

R(P1, 100)

?(ns) A\/Tj = const.

54 1.0

2.5 x 102 0.46

1.3 x 103 0.24

8.8 x 103 0.16

3.6 X 104 0.066

R(P1, 100)

Atk = const.

1.0

10-1

10-2

10-3

10-4

*Lifetime values shown ●re for a gas temperature of 20°C.

Average lifetimes ●t pressures ranging from 100 torr to 10-2 torr are

shown in column 2. Changes in the relative number of photons tletectetl dur-

in8 a sampling period, ●xpressed ●s a fraction of the value at a pressure of

100 torr, ●rf shown in column 3 for the case where htk/tj is held fixed.

Note that the number of photons detected drops only by a factor of 15 when

the pressure drops by four orders of magnitude. If the signal sampling time

period is kept ●t ● fixed value as the lifetime increases, then the situ#-
6

tion is quite different, In this case~ Njk a pc and th number of photons

sampled during Atk drope rapidly with gas pressure, This is illustrated in

colum 4, From these ronults we oee that it is necassary to utilize an

●lectronic diRitigin8 system that is capable of coverinR a very wide ran~e

of otgncl ssmpling times in order to obtain the best results wtth min{murn
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photon fluctuation effects. Sfgnal sampling times must vary from intervals

of approximately 20 ns to 20 us. Gate delay time~ must vary from 20 ns to

150 US, In order to optimally sample LIF signals in the pressure range given

in Table II.



INTERPRETATIONOF SIGNAL PARAMETERVARIATIONS

The signal variables obtained directly from the probe output are 10 an‘j d

~ . Of interest to us, however, are ~ and ? . A valuable aid in relating
j ~11

signal parameter variations to gasdynamid variable changes can be obtained

by obtaining relationships for fractional dhazt;es in variablec. Define

small changes in the signal parameters and the gas dynamid variables by 6.

Then, we tan differentiate Eqs. (6) and (16) to obtain

151=Tfi+TQ
‘T n-

n ‘7

9

9

where

(25)

(26)

(27)

(28)

(29)

W&can solve equations (25) and (26) to obtain uxprusaions for frac-

tional density and temperature variations, obtainln~
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(31)

(32)

where

TT

‘I “ In7T - $Tn

-IT
n-

7 InTT - ‘TTn

-r *

‘I = ~nTT - ‘Ttn

In

‘T - InTT
- ‘TTn

s (33)

9 (34)

9 (35)

● (36)

Equations (31) ●nu (32) ●re v~ry useful for determining the difftirandeu in

saa conditionrn in gaa volumes viewud by ●djacunt optical thannels. Valuen

‘j ●nd Tj in adjac-of 6?0 and 6T tan ba obtained by dlffurencin8 values of 10

●nt optical channelc. Valuea of 6; ●nd 6? &an then ba obtained by cal6ula-

tion, usin8 equations (31) and (32).

Simplified formc of equations (31) ●nd (32) ●re ●lso wry useful for

interpr@’in8 chan8e!l in local 8ae donditionc from dhangee in observed LIF
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signale. The dominant nature of these relattonohipo can be determined by

~’ a nj, andnoting that to a very good approxt=tion~ ~

In = nl ~ 1.0

IT=n~O
T

Then, in this ●pproximation,

#

T1 . +% ,

and

T7 = l/tT .

(37)

(38)

(39)

(40)

(41)

Valuee of T1 ●nd ‘1’1hav. baen obtained by diffarentiatin8 Eq. (6).

Curvao of T1 and TT w w pru$our~aro Plott@~ in FiUur@~ 12 ●nd 13 for

thrtie value. of gas temperature, 20°C, 40°C~ ●nd dO°CO It can be ctan that

T1 ●nd T~ do not vary strongly with 8as temperatur~ or praoaurw, although

th~ decay lifatimti ●nd quantum ~ff~chncy ●rt both strong functiwu of Ua.

praaaur-O
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EFFECTS OF LASER EXCITATIONON THEGAS

Uhon the gas is ●xcited by a laser pulse, some fractton (y,) of the UF6

molaculca in the volume alemant V, will be

E,a,

J

Mare, A,

●nd A *
~

INA -
J

is the haer beam

0.03 cm2. Thua,

J

crooe-sectional

excited, whare,

(42)

●rea in V .
,1

IWfcally, El -1 ml

i.e., only ● mall fraction of the gae moloculos ●re ●xcited by a sin~le

laser PU1OO. A larto fraction of &ho cxcitad moloculos will dlstociate,

formins UF5 and ?0 Thue, the immediate effect of the absorption of laser

●ner$y will be to elightly rcduca the number danelty of UF6, The abaorvtlon

of lasar ener8y can ●lso chan$~ the Sae temperature slightly, However,

slnc~ only an ●xtrmely emall perc~ntage o? the 8at interacte with the laser

beam, beam excitation offecte on the #tat@ of the gao are neRlfuibh ● lonR

● bwn diameters ●re on tho ordar of ● few mm ●nd lacer PU1OO ●*rgiac ●ro

on tht ordor of 1 mj.

,



REMOVALOF EXTRANEOUSSIGNALS

The raw aignala produdud by enkh photomultiplier tube dontain several

extraneous effects that must be either ramoved or corrudted for:

1. Background signala, The system continuously monitors the

background signals by making background signal measurements

betwaen laser pulses, Avarage background signals are subtracted

from the raw signals produced by the probe.

2, The probe laser produces intense ●mounts ofscattorsd light

In the fnterior of the rotcr that can ●t~r tho tclosco~c.

Slnca tha diract laecr ai~nal thus produced is far more intense than

the fluorescence eignal received by tha toloscopo, it muet be removed

before ● good ●nalyaia of the fluorescence ●ignal can ba maae, Proba

laear llght ●ffocte ●ra rcmovod by ● combination of methodet

● . Two filtare ●re placad In s~riee in the probe tclaecope that

filter out most of the light ●ntaring the toleecopa with ~

wavelength below 400 rim,’

b. Signal data is not recorded for times ●arliar than ●bout 30 ne,

when larua ●mounte of laaer optical ●nergy ●re detected by

the photomultipli~r tubas,

c. Meaturcmenta of the ●“mragc ecattcrad lacer li~ht received by

tha prob. ●t tlmee latar than 30 no in tho ●boencc of gae in

the rotor arc mada by oparatlns tha probe in ●n ●mpty rotor

and racording th~ ●vera8a eignal ●mplitude in ●ach optical

channel during tha aamplinu ttie~, Thea. “xero ~ae” eignals,

which are Uenarally very mall ●t times later than 30 na, ●re

●lso subtracted from the raw si8nal,
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CALIBRATIONPROCEDURESFOR THE LIF PROBE

Two types of calibration procedures must be performed on the

assembled probe system in order to make full use of the information

content of the LIF signal, ro make them, the probe is pre-

assomblad outside the rotor in an alignment jig that holds the top

cowr of the rotor caalng, Tha optical components of the probe

have been designed so that they can b. dieaseembled ●fter

calibration ●nd reassembled during Inaitallation in the rotor

without materially changlns tht orientation of the probe optice

relative to the axis of rotation, This permits tho orientation

of the op:ical system ralative to the ●xiu of rotation to be accurately

determined.

The first calibration procuss involves mapping the field of view of

each optical fiber channel, After the probe is ●ssembled ●nd the

incoming beam mirr~re ●re ●djusted, ● small diametar ( ~0.1 mm) standard

intensity lizht source is mount~d on ● micrometer tra~,slatins system

●nd Is moved dons th~ Incominu beam path in ● controlled manner.

By measurin$ the displacamant of the light sourco ●long the light path

imd obearvin8 the onset ●nd ●xtinguishment of the llsht signal In the

jth optAcal fiber channel, valuas of X, ●nd AXj can be determined, By

observins sisnal intensities generated by ●ach optical fiber channel,

channal-to-channel variation in transmimeion coefficients can ●lso be

In order to utllite tho @ignal intcnmity data, the quantity K,

must also be known, This ie done by mounting a windowed gao cell

containing UF6 uas at a known Uas pr~ssure ●nd temperature@ in th~ laaor

beem peth. The laser probe system is operated with the uas c~ll prod$~f!ilg
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an LIF signal. Values of signal Intensity and lifetime can be determined

in each optical channel, and values of Kj can be determined from the

calibration test data. In order to obtain accurate values of K,, it is

necessary to correct values of signal intensities obtained during

calibration tests in the gas cell for slightly different incomin8 laser

beam attenuation occurring m the gas cell. (That is, T:8 has a

slightly different value in the gas cell than it does in the rotor during

●ctual operation,)
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DETERMINATIONOF THE LOCATIONOF EACHPOINT OF
~ASUREMENTWITH RESPECTTO THE ROTORWALL

In order to properly interpret the gas density and temperature

data in the rotating gae layer, it is neceseary to determine the

radial distance of each radiating volume element from the inner wall

of the rotor at operatin8 epeed. This can be dons by varying the

radial location of the field of view of the telescope and obaervlng

the variations in the signal intensity of those probe channels that

view the rotating gaa in the vicinity of the rotor inner wall, Aa

the field of view of ● given optical channel ie moved outward radially

through tha gaa layer, the signal intensity will initially increase

●s the gae density increaees, However, ● point Is eventually reached

where the s~anal inteneity no longsr increaaea, ●s part of the

radiating volume element viewed is ●xcitad by the laaer beam that i.a

reflected from the rotor wall, rather than by the incoming, unreflected

laser beam, Thue, thete ia t point ●t which ● a~ven optical channel

will produce a maximum inteneity. Maximum intensity occurs when the

centrold of the optical channel ic slishtly inboard from the rotor wall.

If the relative locations of tha centroida of ●ach optical chsnnel

have been provieualy determined by ● meppin8 proc~dure, the locations

of ●ach channel relative to the rotor wall ●re determined onc~ the

location of ● sin81e channel is determined,
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EXPERIMENTALRESULTS

The LIF probe has been assembled and operated in a small laboratory

rctor containing UF6 gas, and kne probe has been used to measure the

zadlal distribution ~sf the fluorescence lifetimes in the interior. In

this test, the LIF probe was operated with a single active photomultiplier

tube, permitting the measurement of the fluorescence lifetime at a

single point ●t a giVWbI &fmeo A radial distribution of LIF lifetlmes

was obtained by movins the single active photomultiplier from one

fiber ~ptics rhannal to another, obtaining lifetime data at various

radid locations over ●n extended period cf time.

At tha begtinfi$ of ●n ●xperiment, the rotor was filled with gas and

was ●llowed to ruk~ for some tinm to estsbliah thermal equilibrium be-

fore the LIF lLfetime measurements ware made. A small scoop was left

At a point high In the gas atmosphere, where scoop pressures on the

ordar of 0,5 torr wore produced, By monitorin8 the value of the scoop

pressure ●t u fix:d rhdial position, ●n ●pproximate value of the

relative rotor gaR inventory could be determined during t’he course of ●n

●xperiment, The ●xtamal rotor temperature was determlmd using

calibrated pyrometers, Examination of the scoop presture ●nd rotor

temperature data showod that the rotor could bd operated for relatively

long periods of time with very low rotor inventory 1000*s and with rotor

temperature variaef.ona an the otder of ~2,5° C,

LIF si8na!, ints~sity ●nd lifetim data ware obtained from 18 of the 26

optical ~hannelo, The LIF dacay lifetim? have been used to determine the

radial sac pressure distribution of tha rotor, Fi8ure 14 depicts

the scaled radial praeaure distributlcm obtained from our experiment, De-

picted here is th~ sc~led pressure, expressed au ● fraction
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Figure 14. Radial static precsure distribution determined
from UF6 lifutim data, Shown here is ● plot
of th~ ratio of the ctatic Sam pressure at ●

radius (r) to tha static Sae preseure at chan-
nal #6, plotted vs the ecaled radial vmrlable X
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of the

radial

scaled

pressure in channel {16, plotted as a function of the scaled

position relative tu the radius of channel #6. Here, the

radius, X, is given by

()r2-r~ -
XWA2

2
* (43)

where A2 is the stratification paramzter given by the expression

A2 = w2a2/2R~. (44)

The solid line is the pressure variation expected when the gas is in

equilibrium solid body rotation. Results of observations shown here

represent data taken over a period of time, during which both the STR

rotor temperature and gas inventory varied slightly. In order to cor-

rect the

lifetime

1.

2.

3,

data for small variations in temperature and speed, the

data has been corrected as follows:

Ml measured lifetimes were first corrected for temperature

variations to correspond to a temperature of 314 K, close to

the cverage value of th rotor temperature during the tect period,

Gas pressures were then determined usin8 equation 6, using

●n aasumed gas temperature of 314 K.

Scaled radii (X) values wgre ther, calculated !Ising variable

valueo of the stratification par~meter (A2) corresponding to

rntor epead ●nd rotor temperature values occurring d~lring

the measurement period,

Each data point shown in Fi8ure 14, has been determined from a

set of 1,920 laser puises, Each data eet is divided into 10 aubsete

of lifetime and intensity ●vera8es, each representing a sample over 192

laser pulses, The mean ●nd standard deviation of the LIF lifethe have
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been calculated for each data point. The estimated standard deviations

in the observed gas pressure due to fluctuations in measured LIF

signals, calculated from Iifetlme standard deviations, is shown for each

data point. As expected, the standard deviations are smaller at

larger radii, where signal intensities are higher. The lifetlme

standard deviations range from 1% at pressures above 10 torr to 2X

to 3% at pressures of 2 to 3 torr. The increase in the fluctuation in

the measured lifetlmes shown here can be reduced in future experiments.

At the the these measurements were made, the signal ssmpling period

(Atk) was fixed for all channels at a value of about 27 nsec. This

value is optimum for use in sampling LIF signals with decay lifetimes

with a value of approximately 80 nsec. At the lower pressures,

the sampling period was too short co permit sampling an optimal number

of LIF photons. Thus, the photon statistics were not as good as could

be achieved by utilizing higher values of Atk to sample signals at

the lower gas pressures,

Values of pressurns calculated from measured lifetimes varied from

38 torr in channel #2 to 2.1 torr at channel #18.

It can be seen that the calculated values of the pressure ratios,

determined from measured lifetimes, follow the expected solid body ro-

tation profile quite well in most regions, However, the variation of the

pressure ratios determined from lifetimes definitely vary from the solid

body rotational flow values by more than the standard deviations in some

resionsg particularly ●t low pressure. The error bars shown here include
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only the effects of fluctuations in lifetime measurements. There may

be e-~tors related to the assumption that the local average gas tempera-

ture is equal to the average rotor temperatures.

Figure 1S shows the variation of the average normalized LIF signal

intensity in channel #6 with time after laser firing. Each data po~t

shown here is the avera8e si8nal amplitude, determined from 10 sets

of 192 laser pulses. Shown also at each point is the standard deviation.

The average decay lifetime determined from this set of data is

118.6 * 0.9 nsec. At an estimated gas temperature of 312°K, this

lifetime yields a calculated gas pressure of 16 torr~ The strai8ht

line is the least squares fit for an exponential signal shape, obtained

using avera8e amplitude data points taken at thes less than 350 nsec

(3 decay lifetimes). Note t’nat the lifetime amplitude data at times

beyond 350 nsec is consistently above the least squares exponential

fit, Part of this is due to the effects of strasific~ticn in the

radiating volume element, mentioned earlier. However, the deviations

are larger than our theoretical estimates predict. Either the actual

values of Rb/~j and AK /k are lar8er tfian our estimates, or another
~ ~~

effect is present.

Mean values and standard deviations for the signal intensity

parameters, Fo, were also calcul~ted from the signal data collected

for each channel. It is not pos~ible to utilize the intensity data to

determine the 8as state, as no calibrations were made prior to performin8

the experiment reported here. However, the statistical quality of

the cignal amplitude data haa been studied, The Gtandarci deviatf.on~
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Figure 15. Plot of ●verage LIF signal amplitude vs time, Each data point is an
●verage of 10 sets of data, ●ach cet consisting of ●n ●verage
taken over 192 laser pulses. The ●verage decay lifetime determined
from this set is 118,6 t 0.9 nsec.
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for ~o, ●xpressed as fractions of the mean, were about three times the

values obtained for the decay l%fetimes. It was noted that there were

non-random variations in the average values of ~ obtained during

the measurement period (usually ●bout 30 minutes). Generally, there

~ with time. Thewas a slow decrease in the average ●mplitude of o

cause of this ●pparent drift is not known at the time of this writing,
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CONCLUDINGREMARKS

The preliminary tests of the prototype LIP

the feasibility of making point measurements of

probe

decay

the hiahly ●trctifiod mtvironment characteristic of ●

Purther development work is in progress. Tha digital

systam haa been ●xpandad to permit the collection and

have demonstrated

lifetimes in

gaa centrifuge.

●ignal procea$ing

●nalymim of data

in six optical channels simultaneously, Tha diSitizin8 system has been

modified to permit variable signal inte8ratin8 times ●s long ●s several

hundrad ns. A temperature controlled gas cell has been constructed

to permit ●xtensive testing of the probe syetem in ● controlled,

measured &as environment MOwell ●t in ● test rotor, Probe performance

tests are beins carried out in the gas cell:

1, To obtain good calibration data for ●ach optical channel.

2. To further Investigate the temperature and preaaurt dependence

of the ●mplitude factor x , to determine whether ●ccurate
~

●valua:ionn of uas density require small corrections in the

●mplitude-aas density relationship,

3, To obtain better decay litetime data ●t lowar pressures.

The ●nalyois prernentod in ●arlier sectionn indicateo that the number

of photon- detected by the probe falla very slowly ●s the Uas praosuro

drop., if tho ●i8nal sampling tlm length~ns with the decay lifetime.

Thus, thero i. ● good poaaibility that the probe eystemwlll parmit good

maaauremanta to be made ●t low (~0,1 torr San preosurest However,

near tetni work will ba centared on obtalnlns good meaouremants ●t the

hisher pressures, ●s the present probe electronics systam is not capable of
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sempling signals owr the long the periods (~104 nsec) necessary to

reduco the ●ffects of photon fluctuations ●t low pressures. Also, it

will be necessary to obtain better lifetimo data ●t low pressures to

permit accurate unfoldin8 of LIF si~nale.
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